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Abstract. Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) has been described as a new paradigm for
Systems Engineering.  Whether new or not, the focus of much MBSE practice is on the modelling of
system solutions and the tool utilisation aspects of MBSE, rather than the practice of Systems
Engineering. This paper provides a case for the premise that when a well-structured, fit-for-purpose
underlying MBSE metamodel (alternatively known as a reference model) is utilised together with
adherence to sound practice, MBSE simply becomes Systems Engineering. While this is not a new
argument, recent work undertaken by the authors has reiterated this truth. During the work, the
Whole-of-System Analytical Framework (WSAF) metamodel was adapted to provide explicit
traceability of capability definition products to Defence strategic guidance. In testing the metamodel,
Analysis and Outcome paths became evident. This implies that in performing MBSE modelling, the
capability engineer steps through the Analysis path and is driven to performing requisite SE analysis
and design processes without necessarily being aware of it.  The effectiveness of those processes is
then shown explicitly in the consequent traceability of the products in the Outcome path.

This paper provides an overview of the WSAF metamodel development undertaken within the Future
Submarine Project (SEA1000) to explicitly capture and strengthen traceability of capability
requirements to Government strategic objectives.  A discussion on the emergence of Analysis and
Outcome threads within this metamodel is followed by an example of how the metamodel facilitates
sound SE practice within the capability definition process.  Finally, the traceability of the example
system requirements to strategic guidance is demonstrated.

INTRODUCTION

Australian Defence capability definition currently stands in a transition phase for the INCOSE
anticipated (INCOSE 2007) transformation from document-centric to model-centric systems
engineering. During this transition phase, which has been referred to as a transition along a continuum
of centricity (Harvey, Waite et al. 2012), a combination of model-centric and document-centric
systems engineering is being performed. In this combined approach, the Capability Engineer utilises
model-based techniques to generate document-based deliverables.

Underpinning Australian Defence capability definition is the Defence Capability Development
Handbook (DCDH) (Defence 2011a). The DCDH sets out the processes that the Capability Engineer
can adapt to the system being developed in a Major Capital Acquisition program (Defence 2011). In
combination with the processes set out in the DCDH, the Defence Capability Definition Documents
Guide (CDDG) (Defence 2009) provides processes for developing the necessary deliverable
documents required in the present two-pass capability acquisition process.



Many of these processes mirror Systems Engineering (SE) activities, such as stakeholder requirements
[i.e. needs] definition and [system] requirements analysis (Haskins 2011). Furthermore, the CDDG
suggests that an experienced Systems Engineer “who has extensive Operational Concept Document
(OCD) development experience” (Defence 2012) should be part of the team responsible for preparing
the CDD. While this is an admirable ambition for major Defence acquisitions, resource limitations
(principally human) within the Capability Development Group (CDG), mean that in practice the
project desk officer takes on the role of Systems Engineer, among several others. This reality leads the
authors to assert that the CDG desk officer is a Capability Engineer, whereby he or she adopts SE
processes to provide rigour in the acquisition of a capability (Lizotte, Necaille et al. 2009).
Additionally, the authors assert that the CDG Capability Engineer can be assisted in conducting the
requisite SE activities through the use of a well-structured, fit-for-purpose underlying MBSE
metamodel (alternatively known as a reference model) during capability definition. As the CDDG
indicates, this does not preclude the need for guidance and support from experienced systems
engineers, but does provide a structured framework to reduce the reliance upon these experts.

This paper discusses the development and use of such a metamodel that, when viewed and used as a
model generation roadmap, provides the Australian Capability Engineer with an MBSE process that
reliably steps through the essential SE analysis and design processes. Introductory sections provide
brief descriptions of the concepts used in the work. Then follows an overview of modifications and
extensions to the WSAF metamodel made in order to provide High-Level Requirement traceability to
explicitly capture the Government’s strategic guidance. The instantiation of the necessary metamodel
elements, (i.e. generation of the requisite system model) is described as the application of the SE
stakeholder needs definition and system requirements analysis stages, implemented via appropriate
analytic and design methods and techniques.  The description of this process involving sequential and
iterative analysis activities, implied in the metamodel, is identified as a process model. An elaboration
of the emergence of explicit and reportable Analysis and Outcome threads in the developed system
model is followed by a practical example of how the amended metamodel and the associated process
model were used in the Future Submarine acquisition project.

Metamodels
A modelling language provides the syntax, notations and semantics that guide and define use of the
language to develop and present a representation of a system of interest (Gizzardi 2007; Friedenthal,
Moore et al. 2012). Each of these language aspects are interlocked, as they are all linked to the
description of the abstract concepts contained in an MBSE model. The syntax is described by a
metamodel (alternatively known as a reference model, schema or ontology) that defines the language
structure as classes of elements and the permissible relationships between them. The notation
describes how the concepts are visualised while the semantics define the meaning of each of the
concepts in the metamodel. For instance, as shown in Figure 1, a requirement for a system to perform
a specified function can be captured (i.e. ‘modelled’) as an instantiated element of the metamodel
Requirement class.

Figure 1. Example metamodel elements and model
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The model element is fully defined semantically using text and numerals to populate the element
attributes. It is visualised in an MBSE view by the notation of a rectangle icon and its relationships to
other elements are shown as directed and labelled arrow icons between rectangles. The full list of
element attributes and their content is usually presented as a separate Property Sheet, associated with
the element icon, as the amount of detail would clutter the element representation, although some key
attributes may be shown (by modelling tool user selection) on the element icon.

The arrow icons depict metamodel elements known as a Relation; permissible relationships between
classes are identified in the syntax as a list of allowable relations for a class of elements together with
the permitted target classes of each relation. Relationships in the model are created by associating a
relation with an instantiated element and one or more other instantiated target elements. Note that the
model notation is often used as in Figure 1 to depict the metamodel as an entity-relationship (ER)
diagram and occasionally as an entity-relationship-attribute (ERA) diagram in which the entities are
metamodel classes (Chen, 1976, although notations vary significantly from Chen’s original depiction).

In Figure 1, the function specified by the requirement is similarly captured as a Function element and
the relationship with the Requirement captured using a Relation element that links the relevant
elements. Each relation has a complement which forms the reciprocal relationship i.e., Function
specified by Requirement; Requirement specifies Function. (MBSE tools usually automatically
create the reciprocal relationship as the inverse of the forward relationship manually instantiated by
the tool user.)

The principal reason for using metamodels in MBSE is to create structure and consistency in the
model and associated products. This is achieved through the provision of  a standard set of elements
and relationships that modellers can use (Holt and Perry 2008). Inconsistency between the models
developed by different MBSE users for models of the same system is a distinct possibility and has
been highlighted as an issue when using the Systems Modelling Language (SysML) by authors such as
Yamada (Yamada 2011). Model generation, i.e. the sequential and iterative instantiation of
metamodel classes and relations as model elements, must be governed by a disciplined process and
involve effective methods and techniques (Friedenthal, Moore et al. 2012).

Several metamodels for the domains of enterprise and systems architecture description have been
proposed and utilised to varying degrees in MBSE modelling (Ramos, Ferreira et al. 2011). These
architecture frameworks represent one of Friedenthal’s five SE benchmarks (Friedenthal, Moore et al.
2009) that are pertinent for MBSE. The primary metamodels in use for Defence systems development
are the United Kingdom’s Ministry of Defence Architecture Framework (MoDAF), the United States
Department of Defense Architecture Framework (DoDAF), and in the Australian Defence context, the
Australian Defence Architecture Framework (AusDAF).  Each framework provides a metamodel but
each requires some modification and extension to fully capture the data that represents capability
systems of interest and enable the detailed reporting of not only the framework views, but also the
formal documents that are part of the capability development process. The Reference Model within
WSAF, fully consistent with AusDAF (and DoDAF), is a complete metamodel for Defence capability
definition.

Whole-of-System Analytical Framework
The WSAF began its life as an architectural method for defining capability analysis (Robinson and
Graham 2010). More recently, it has been expanded into the domain of Australian Defence capability
definition (Robinson, Tramoundanis et al. 2010) while maintaining AusDAF compliance. The WSAF
has also been extended for use with MBSE tools and is underpinned by MBSE principles and methods
(Robinson, Tramoundanis et al. 2010). The WSAF is gaining increasing acceptance within the ADO
from repeated usage (Tramoundanis, Power et al. 2010) and has recently been mandated as the
metamodel for MBSE practice within the Australian Defence Capability Development Group (Plenty
2012).

SEA1000 – Australia’s Future Submarine Project

The SEA1000 project aims to develop an expanded submarine capability for Australian Defence and is
the largest and most complex Defence acquisition ever conducted by the Australian government.



According to the public Defence Capability Plan (Defence 2012):

This expanded capability is required to sustain a force at sea large enough in a crisis or
conflict to be able to defend our approaches (including at considerable distance from
Australia, if necessary), protect and support other ADF assets, and undertake certain strategic
missions where the stealth and other operating characteristics of highly-capable advanced
submarines would be crucial.

This project is being undertaken using a competitive, staged acquisition process to acquire the
capability. Given the nature and scale of this project, it is essential that a structured analysis approach
is undertaken to link high-level government requirements to detailed system specifications, ensuring
that the government asks for what it needs and can get that for which it asks.

Recent Lesson Learned
The ‘as-is’ system solution for the capability that SEA1000 is addressing is the Collins Class
Submarine fleet.   The Collins Class program has suffered from lack of linkage from vision/strategy all
the way through user requirements to in-service sustainment needs.  The recent Coles Report (Coles
2012, p VII) succinctly states:

Operational requirements were not defined in a way that can be effectively translated to
sustainment activities. There is a need for a clear unclassified top level requirement for the
Collins Class program that can be used to drive the sustainment program through effective
planning and contractual incentives for all participants.

While Coles refers to the sustainment issues of the Collins Class program and the lack of an
unambiguous statement of the users’ operational availability need to drive sustainment activities, it is
clear that success throughout the life cycle is facilitated by traceability of all level of requirements
back to key top level statements of strategic need. The root cause of subsequent implementation
failures is the failure to explicitly link top-level objectives, i.e. capability requirements, to strategic
vision, as depicted in Figure 2, derived from Coles Report Figure 23 (Coles 2012, p 64). For the
SEA1000 program, now in the requirements and design phases of the lifecycle, the Coles Report
statement is made directly applicable by replacing sustainment with design and unclassified with
classified:

There is a need for a clear classified [set of] top-level requirement[s] for the SEA1000
program that can be used to [effectively] drive the design program …

The analysis and modelling work and extension of the metamodel to capture this work aims to
maximise the utility of the WSAF metamodel for SEA1000 in applying the lessons learned from its
predecessor program.

Figure 2. Root cause of implementation failures
(Derived from Coles Report Figure 23 ‐Issues with the current submarine operating
model preventing participants from acting as a successful Submarine Enterprise)



HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENT TRACEABILITY USING MBSE
The objective of establishing links between Australia’s strategic objectives and the capabilities that
Defence acquires has become increasingly important. The significance of this objective is given in the
most recent Defence White Paper (DWP) as it states; “...Defence planning needs to be done in a
‘whole of enterprise’ way, with clear links between strategy, priorities and resources” (Defence 2009).
The need to pursue this objective is reinforced in the National Defence Research Institute’s review of
the US, UK and Australian submarine programs (Schank, Lacroix et al. 2011). One of the top-level
strategic lessons learned is that “the government must…understand how a specific program nurtures
and feeds the overall strategic plan for the submarine force”. This understanding is greatly enhanced
when there are clear links between the government’s strategy and the capability needs.

Morris and Sterling (Morris and Sterling 2012) proposed an MBSE approach, the Aligned Process
Model (APM), to establish traceability between strategic goals and a system’s operational needs
during capability definition. This approach utilises strategic guidance documents and the strategic
planning scenarios that form the basis of Defence’s Capability Based Analysis for Force Option
Testing to elicit operational needs for an identified capability (Morris and Sterling 2012). To leverage
the benefits of MBSE, the approach adapts the WSAF metamodel by exchanging elements with
strategic guidance documents, which are utilised to generate operational needs, constraints and
requirements. Where exchanges are not feasible, additions are made to the metamodel.

Concurrently with development of the APM approach, engineers in the Capability Development
Group (CDG) were developing a similarly structured method, albeit paper-based, to make explicit the
traceability of high-level capability requirements. Due to the aforementioned deployment of MBSE
within the CDG, the engineers were building a capability model consistent with MBSE principles.
Upon learning of the complementary bodies of work, the developers of each approach combined to
modify and extend the WSAF metamodel to capture the paper-based traceability structure and content
developed within CDG. The high-level requirement traceability to government’s strategic guidance
documents that resulted from the combined effort is depicted in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Capability to Strategic Guidance traceability Metamodel Elements

In much of the previous work to which the WSAF was applied (Robinson, Tramoundanis et al. 2010;
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The WSAF metamodel, together with the underlying native schema provided in the MBSE tool used
to generate WSAF models, was examined with the specific aim to ensure that the elements, attributes
and relations existed in the metamodel to explicitly capture strategic and associated guidance and
relationships between that guidance, the sources of that guidance (usually documents) and any
relationships between those sources,  and the capabilities derived from that guidance. The requisite
elements and relations were present in the existing metamodel, while some attributes were added or
amended, and allowable source and targets of certain relations were added to capture all the relevant
relationships between sources, guidance and capabilities.

The prime metamodel element is the Guidance class, the instantiation of which captures in the
description attribute an unambiguous and definitive statement of guidance contained in a source
document.  The Document class identifies the source and provides a definitive reference to that source
that documents the guidance, with a hyperlinked attribute of the document element enabling model
developers and users to locate and view the source document (if held in electronic form). Hierarchical
relationships between Guidance elements (for example, within a single source document) can be
captured using the includes relation, so that Guidance includes Guidance.  The interpretation of a
broad statement of guidance may be impacted by guidance contained in other source documents and
that impact can be captured via a traced from/traces to relationship between guidance elements. The
source of the guidance is captured in the documents/documented by relationship with appropriate
Document elements. Source documents may also exhibit hierarchical relationships and documents can
refine a master document or library of documents, or reference other documents.

METAMODEL TO MODEL
Development of a truthful representation of the system requires execution of a proven process
consistent with the purpose of the system model, the process execution achieved by applying
appropriate methods and techniques of analysis and synthesis i.e. design at successive steps along an
analytic path in the metamodel. Appropriate tools will implement the modelling language, but “an
effective MBSE approach not only requires a language ... to represent the system, but also a method
that defines the activities and artifacts.” (Friedenthal, Moore et al. 2012).

Capability definition as described in the DCDH and CDDG is a ‘top-down’ application of the standard
systems engineering process that starts with broad guidance and direction, progressively refines
stakeholder needs, and derives consequent system requirements for a selected capability system
solution. Capability definition activities align with the ISO/IEC 15288 Concept life cycle stage that
involves high-level processes identified in ISO/IEC 15288 as Stakeholder Requirements Definition,
Requirements Analysis and (at least ‘initial’) Architectural Design (ISO 2008).

In MBSE, while the modelling language provides the means of capturing the model data, it does not
the ways.  A planned process must be employed to identify, describe and relate the model elements.
The fully elaborated process determines the activities, the sequencing of those activities, identifies and
details the methods and techniques used within activities to acquire, analyse and synthesis data model
and report product content. The documented process, together with identification of the resources
required to implement the process constitutes a systems engineering plan (IEEE 2005), the essence of
which can be depicted as a Process (meta)Model. The execution of the plan is Systems Engineering.

While a Process Model makes explicit the analysis and design activities necessary to generate a model,
the metamodel can be viewed as a road map, explicitly showing the waypoints (the elements) and a
path between them (the relationships).  An analytic thread, determined by the purpose of the model,
can be identified as a sequence of waypoints and paths.  To travel the analytic paths between
waypoints involves undertaking a chosen analytic and design process/method(s), the rigour of which is
determined by the available resources, predominately time (i.e. schedule). Each of the relationships in
the metamodel implies an associated process – the Process Model overlayed on the metamodel path
makes this explicit. This roadmap view is depicted in Figure 4.



Figure 4. Metamodel as Analysis and Design Roadmap

Figure 4 provides  a  process  map  aligned  with  metamodel  elements  that capture  the  progressive
refinement of the needs and requirements related to a capability of interest.  The analytic processes of
Discovery through to Operational Analysis collectively contribute to the ISO/IEC 15288 Stakeholder
Requirements Definition process while Functional Analysis is the first stage of ISO/IEC 15288
Requirements Analysis.  Again, the process descriptions describe what is to be done – the capability
engineer decides how the analysis is done by employing one or more methods and techniques, the
scope of which is beyond this paper but have been documented in numerous texts and system
engineering manuals.

Initially the analysis involves the seemingly straight-forward activity of discovery in which relevant
sources are identified and acquired, preferably as a soft copy. The sources are represented in the
model as a Document element, from which a (tool-dependent) link to the soft copy of source can be
established (e.g. a hyperlink that when selected by the user opens the source document on screen).
This modelling approach provides a robust and explicit foundation from which all subsequent model
content is derived and to which that content can be explicitly traced.  However, documents per se are
not the focus – the key content that guides and directs capability development and therefore the
modelling effort is extracted and captured as Guidance elements.

Either included with the guidance or derived from it in a process of task analysis are the operational
tasks (sometimes identified as one or missions) assigned to various organisation elements. In the
Defence context, the Government, via the White Paper, tasks the ADF with achieving various strategic
outcomes (i.e. the ADF, or a force element within the ADF, is required by the Government to have
various capabilities in support of national objectives). Given this definition of the operational tasks,
the activities, which the organisation, or an element of which, needs to successfully perform to achieve
assigned operational tasks can be determined.



While an operational task may be seemingly absolute (i.e. achieved regardless of circumstances), the
activities performed by the task organisation can vary considerably given the circumstances in which
the task is performed.  For example, a force element required to conduct covert surveillance will
perform different operational activities or at different levels of performance if the task is done by day
and night, from land or air, at close or long range, for a long or short period etc.  The task and
circumstances constitute the purpose and context of an operational scenario, the elaboration of which
captures the operational activities performed by a task organisation or its various elements.  Scenario-
based analysis seeks the answer to the query: “What activities must occur at what level to effectively
achieve the assigned task or tasks?”

At this stage the focus of model development shifts from what the task organisation and other
stakeholders need to do and achieve, to the system or systems of interest that enable those stakeholders
to perform operational activities (that achieve operational tasks driven by strategic and other guidance)
to meet their objectives. Stakeholders that use an enabling system or their products are designated as
[operational] users of the system. The initial step in development of an enabling system is
determination of what it must do i.e. what functions it exhibits and at what level of performance to
enable users to perform effectively necessary activities i.e. satisfy the users’ operational needs.
Functional analysis addresses the query: “If the user needs to perform that activity then what must the
system do (qualitatively and quantitatively) to enable that outcome.”

ANALYSIS AND OUTCOME THREADS

The analytic thread described is the forward path though both the analysis process and the resultant
model itself. The description attributes of the various elements, if richly populated by virtue of robust
analytic methods, will be adequate in most cases. Reports from a model at this stage of development
will provide many of the views identified in the DAF. However, the purpose of a WSAF structured
and developed model is to generate the CDD suite of documents. The extension of the WSAF also
now explicitly captures and provides traceability of the capability definition to strategic guidance.
The guidance and traceability is (for SEA1000 project) formally reported in an auto-generated Top
Level Requirements Document (TLR).

Key content of the CDD and now the TLR are requirement statements. Those statements of
requirement are captured in the model as the description attribute of Requirement elements. Each
requirement is a highly structured unambiguous statement of a required feature of a particular entity.
As shown in Figure 5, there are three types of requirements in the metamodel:

 Capability Requirements fully enunciate the operational tasks (and missions) identified in
strategic guidance and are written with the initial text ‘The [force element] is required to (have
the capability to) achieve ...’

 Operational Requirements (alternatively Operational Needs) state what each user-class of
a system-of-interest needs to achieve and are written as ‘The [user class] needs to [alt: must]
(be able to) do [operational activity] …’

 System Requirements state what a system shall do to enable users to satisfactorily undertake
operational activities and are written as ‘The [System] shall (be able to) perform …’

The requirements are identified and written as part of a Requirements Derivation process. Each
requirement is a formal specification of the associated elements developed in the analysis thread.
They are the outcome of completion of the analysis thread including the requirements derivation
process. Each set is reported in (auto-generated i.e. ‘published’) a formal capability definition
document.

Traceability of these requirements (system to operational to capability and from there to guidance) has
been established by the forward analytic thread. It can be reported by following the reciprocal
relations: system requirement specifies system function based on operational need [that] results from
operational activity based on capability requirement guided by guidance. The traceability can be
validated and explicitly shown in the model by linking requirements using the traced from/traces to



relation.  This should not be done in an arbitrary manner – or the entire value of the analytic thread
will be lost – but as validation of and consistent with the forward traceability in the analytic thread.
Traceability is an outcome of the analysis and the linkage, implicit or explicit the model, between the
requirement sets as they are derived to specify the relevant model elements.

Figure 5:  Analysis and Outcome Threads

APPLICATION TO SEA1000 CAPABILITY REQUIREMENTS

This structure and these techniques were applied to the SEA1000 capability definition effort. This
effort has linked the existing high-level capability requirements to the ongoing effort to define and in
turn specify Australia’s future submarine capability. The outcome of this approach is that the products
of the work undertaken to develop the future capability are both traceable to and driven by strategic
guidance derived from the Australian Government’s national capability vision.

In the way of example, consider two of the stated aims of DWP2009 for SEA1000: “Anti-Submarine
Warfare” and “to be able to defend our approaches (including at considerable distance from Australia,
if necessary)”. This would translate through strategic and capability definition documents as:

 a Capability Requirement of Presence (% time coverage in an AO) performing Anti-
Submarine Warfare (ASW) – the operational task,

 an Operational Requirement for a single submarine ASW patrol at range and endurance,
and

 a System Requirement of a submarine’s Speed of Advance.

In reality, for the submarine designer (or the setter of those requirements); the values of range, speed
of advance, indiscretion ratio, range, endurance and availability are all intertwined, require strict
definition and intellectual rigour to understand. Putting all of that aside, the overlay of this example
on Figure 5 using one thread is shown in Figure 6.



Figure 6. Example - A Single Analysis and Derivation Thread

CONCLUSIONS
The combination of a well-structured MBSE metamodel and sound practice can go a long way to
ensuring that MBSE becomes simply good systems engineering. This paper has outlined the
development of a metamodel to support capability definition. This metamodel builds upon previous
work  developing the WSAF to support capability definition and links the government’s driving
strategic goals and limitations to the modelling of the capability definition work. Instantiating this
metamodel to produce a model of a capability system shows that the metamodel represents a model-
generation roadmap. This roadmap crystallises sound systems engineering process and leads the
capability engineer through accepted systems engineering analysis and initial design processes.

The sequential and iterative analysis activities form a process model that describes how to get between
the waypoints (via the relationships) described in the metamodel. The model then has two distinct,
related paths; the analytic thread (how the result is reached in ideal process) and an outcome thread
(how the process is checked and often described). An abstracted practical example highlighting the
application of the extended metamodel and associated process model has been taken from the future
submarine capability project (SEA 1000).  Explicitly linking the modelling effort undertaken to
the guiding strategic requirements strengthens the results and recommendations of the capability
definition work.

The use of this roadmap (metamodel) and navigation instructions (process model) combination
enshrines sound practice of SE in an MBSE approach to capability definition. The combination of
this solid justification and sound practice make this a powerful tool for the capability engineer.
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